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The end-end distances of loops in proteins are found to be distributed according to the worm-like chain
model with a persistence lengthlp ) 3.04 Å. For a protein with a loop at a certain short end-end distance,
increasing the loop length is expected to decrease the protein stability since the entropic cost increases for
constraining the loop ends at the given distance. The predicted decrease in stability is tested against experimental
results on the four-helix-bundle protein Rop, in which the native two-residue loop is replaced by two to ten
glycinces. Without adjustable parameters, the prediction agrees with experiment with a correlation coefficient
of 0.99.

A protein structure can be viewed as a stable packing of
secondary structure elements (SSEs) (i.e.,R-helices andâ-strands),
with loops providing the necessary links. Loops have no specific
conformations and thus have considerably fewer favorable
interactions with the rest of the protein. The lengths of the loops
are an important factor in protein stability and may play a critical
role in the folding kinetics. In this letter, we show that the
distribution of end-end distances of loops follows the worm-
like chain (WLC) model,1-3 and the predicted entropic cost for
constraining a loop with various lengths at a given distance
agrees with experimental results.4

We collected a total of 25 975 loops from the 1907 proteins
in the FSSP library,5 which is a nonredundant representation
of the Protein Data Bank.6 A loop consists of all the residues
between two regular SSEs (as defined by DSSP7). If the last
position of one SSE is residue numberi and the first position
of the next SSE is residue numberj, the length of the loop isL
) j - i. The total numberN(L) of L-residue loops is shown as
a function ofL in Figure 1. It can be very well fitted to an
exponentially decreasing functionf(L) ) 3469.2 exp[-(L - 5)/
4.488] forL g 5.

The end-end distances of allL-residue loops were pooled
to calculateG(r|L), the probability density for the end-end
distance atr. For a WLC with a persistence lengthlp and contour
length lc, the probability density forlc/lp > ∼10 is accurately
given by2,3

For protein loops,lc ) Lb where b ) 3.8 Å is the CR-CR
distance. We find that forL g 7, G(r|L) agrees very well with

whereg(r) is the radial distribution function of a hard-sphere
liquid with a diameter ofσ ) 4.56 Å and a reduced density of

Fσ3 ) 0.83 (to be discussed later). In Figure 2, we compare
with eq 2 the distribution of the end-end distances of loops
from the proteins forL ) 7, 10, and 13. The same persistence
length lp ) 3.04 Å can be used to reproduce the distributions
of end-end distances at all the loop lengths. In particularlc/lp
) 8.75 atL ) 7.

When lc/lp < ∼2 the probability density of the end-end
distance for a WLC can be calculated from3

where H(x) ) (4x - 2) exp(-x) and K is a normalization
constant. ForL ) 5 and 6, one haslc/lp ) 6.25 and 7.5,
respectively, which unfortunately fall in a range where neither
eq 1 nor eq 3 is very accurate. We find empirically that the
average of the two equations provides a reasonable approxima-
tion for G0(r|lc). This average function when used in eq 2 well
reproduces the distributions of end-end distances forL ) 5
and 6.
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Figure 1. Total number of loops with a given length (circles) fitted to
an exponential function (line).
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In Figure 3a we compare the distributionp(r|L g 5) of the
end-end distances of the 17 866 loops withL g 5 to

Whenr > 10 Å, p(r|L g 5) is very well reproduced byp0(r|L
g 5). At r ) σ ) 4.56 Å, p(r|L g 5) clearly shows a peak,
which is absent inp0(r|L g 5). The ratiop(r|L g 5)/p0(r|L g
5) is shown in Figure 3b. The peak atr ) σ followed by a

valley aroundr ) 1.5σ is reminiscent of the radial distribution
function of a hard-sphere liquid, explaining the appearance of
g(r) in eq 2. As in a hard-sphere liquid, a packing configuration
of a protein in which two CR atoms are at a distance of 1.5σ is
entropically unfavorable because the extra space between the
CR atoms cannot be filled. The finite size of residues can thus
simply be accounted for byg(r). With σ ) 4.56 Å, a reduced
densityFσ3 ) 0.83 corresponds to a volume ofVr ) 114 Å3 for
individual residues in proteins. This value is consistent
with volumes of proteins calculated from their X-ray coordi-
nates.8

An alternative way of assessing the applicability of the WLC
model is to compare the distributionp(L|r) for loop lengths at
a given end-end distance. This is given by

On going to the second step, the radial distribution function
g(r) is removed from both the denominator and the numerator,
thus comparison of the distribution in loop lengths to eq 5 is
not complicated byg(r). Figure 4 shows the comparison atr )
9.5, 13.5, and 17.5 Å. Note that a peak in the length distribution
appears atr ) 17.5 Å, reflecting the fact that both the ring
closure conformation and the fully extended conformation are
not probable for a loop. Atr ) 9.5 and 13.5 Å, the peak would
occur belowL ) 5.

We now switch our focus to an individual loop in a protein
with a end-end distance constrained atr ) r0 (by the rest of
the protein). In the unfolded state, such a constraint disap-
pears and the end-end distribution is expected to follow
eq 2 [perhaps with a radial distribution functiongu(r) appropriate
for the unfolded state]. Relative to the unfolded state, the
probability for observing the two end residues at a distance of
r0 is

where∆V is the volume in which one end residue fluctuates
relative to the other end residue in the folded state. The free-

Figure 2. Probability density for the end-end distance at three loop
lengths. The circles connected by dashed lines are calculated from loops
in proteins and the solid lines are predictions of the WLC model (eq
2).

Figure 3. (a) Distributionp(r|L g 5) of the end-end distances for all loops with five or more residues (scattered dots) and the predictionp0(r|L
g 5) of the WLC model (line; eq 4). (b) Ratiop(r|L g 5)/p0(r|L g 5) (scattered dots) compared to the radial distribution functiong(r) of a
hard-sphere liquid (line).

p0(r|L g 5) ) ∑
L g5

f(L)G0(r|Lb) (4)

p(L|r) ) f(L)G(r|Lb)/p(r|L g 5)

) f(L)G0(r|Lb)/p0(r|Lg5) (5)

P(L,r0) ) G(r0|L)∆V/4πr0
2 ) [∆Vg(r0)/4πr0

2]G0(r0|Lb) (6)
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energy change due to the reduced entropy is thus

where kB is the Boltzmann constant andT is the absolute
temperature. If eq 1 is used forG0(r|LB), we have

whereC is the remaining term independent of the loop length
L. If Lb . r0 andlp, then allL-dependent terms, except for the
first one on the right-hand side, become negligible and one
obtains the classical result (3/2)lnL + C.9,10 In general, a∆Gloop

will depend on the constrained valuer0 of the end-end distance.
Equation 8 can be used directly to analyze the experimental

results of Nagi and Regan4 on the four-helix-bundle protein Rop,
in which the native two-residue loop was replaced by two to
ten glycinces. The end-end distance (between Asp30 and
Asp32) for this loop isr0 ) 5.61 Å (calculated from PDB entry
1rop11). Since Rop is a homodimer, in comparing eq 8 with
experiment, the theoretical value should be multiplied by two.12

In Figure 5, we compare theoretical and experimental results
for ∆∆G ) -∆Gloop(L) + ∆Gloop(L)10). A linear regression
analysis gives a correlation coefficient of 0.99.

Nagi and Regan fitted their data to a function∆∆G/2kBT )
cln(10/L) and foundc ) 1.2 gave the best fit (the factor of 2,
arising from Rop being a homodimer, was overlooked in their
work). This coefficient is smaller than the classical value of
3/2. It should be noted that studies on lattice models have
indicated that considerations of excluded volume effects and

end effects will increase the coefficientc from the classical value
of 3/2.13 The smaller value ofc required to fit the experimental
data can be easily explained by eq 8. While the first term (the
classical result) is a increasing function ofL, the second term
is a decreasing function and effectively reduces the value ofc.

The value oflp ) 3.04 Å for the persistence length of loops
is to be compared with persistence lengths of 4 to 8 Å for
unfolded proteins found in recent single-molecule experi-
ments.14-17 It is well known that in long polymer chains the
excluded volume effect tends to swell the chain and thus
increases the effective persistence length.2,18 Thus, the persis-
tence length of loops found here is consistent with those found
for unfolded proteins.19

It is remarkable that loops (and, by extension, peptides) of
only a few residues long can be accurately modeled as WLCs.
This will make it very convenient to analyze other thermody-
namic and kinetic data on loop formation20,21 and gain further
information (such as conformational and dynamic parameters
involved) on these processes.
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